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A comment from the Editors
The editors of the Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications and Topology and its Applications have learned that
there are signiﬁcant similarities in several parts of published work by B. Berckmoes, B. Lowen, and J. van Casteren. The
exact references are: Approach theory meets probability theory, Topology and its Applications 158 (7) (2011) 836–852,
and Distances on probability measures and random variables, Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications 374 (2)
(2011) 412–428. The editors of both journals are satisﬁed that this unfortunate situation was an innocent mistake caused
by inattention by the authors. This occurrence is deeply regretted by all parties.DOI of original articles: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.topol.2011.01.004, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmaa.2010.09.006.
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